Abstract: In this paper, the generalized Jacobsthal and generalized complex Jacobsthal and generalized dual Jacobsthal sequences using the Jacobsthal numbers are investigated. Also, special cases of these sequences are investigated. Furthermore, recurrence relations, vectors, the golden ratio and Binet's formula for the generalized Jacobsthal sequences and generalized dual Jacobsthal sequences are given.
Introduction
The first eleven terms of the Jacobsthal sequence J n are 0, 1 , 1 , 3, 5, 11, 21, 43, 85, 171, and 341. This sequence is given by the formula
Then for the norm of the generalized Jacobsthal vector, using identities as follows:
• Special case 1: For the dot product of the generalized Jacobsthal vectors
and
(37) Theorem 4. Let − → J n and − → J m be two generalized Jacobsthal vectors. The cross product of
Proof. The cross product of
Now, we calculate the cross products: Using relations (11) and (13) or the property
Then from the equations (40), (41) and (42), we obtain the equation (38).
Thus, we have the equation (43).
The generalized complex Jacobsthal sequence
In this section, the generalized complex Jacobsthal sequence, denoted by C n , will be defined. The generalized complex Jacobsthal sequence is defined by
, where p, q are arbitrary integers. That is, the generalized complex Jacobsthal sequence is
• Special case 1: From the generalized complex Jacobsthal sequence (C n ) for p = 1, q = 0 in the equation (47), we obtain complex Jacobsthal sequence (C n = J 1 , i ) as follows:
• Special case 2: From the generalized complex Jacobsthal sequence (C n ) for p = −1, q = 2 in the equation (47), we obtain complex Jacobsthal-Lucas sequence (C n = j −1+4 i , 2+ i ) as follows:
For the generalized complex Jacobsthal sequence, we have the following properties:
where
For the generalized dual Jacobsthal sequence, we have the following properties:
where α = −1.
Proof. For the generalized dual Jacobsthal number
where J n+2 = J n+1 + 2 J n .
•
Theorem 7. The Binet's formula for the generalized dual Jacobsthal sequence is as follows;
Proof. If we use definition of the generalized dual Jacobsthal sequence and substitute first equation in footnote, then we get
where α = ( p + 2 ε q ) + α ( q + ε ( p + q )) and β = ( p + 2 ε q ) + β ( q + ε ( p + q )).
The generalized dual Jacobsthal vectors
A generalized dual Jacobsthal vector is defined by
Then from equation (74), (75) and (76), we have the equation (73).
• Special case 1: For the dot product of generalized dual Jacobsthal vectors − → D Then from equations (81), (82) and (83), we obtain
Thus, we have the equation (84).
Conclusions
The generalized Jacobsthal, the generalized complex Jacobsthal and the generalized dual Jacobsthal sequences have been introduced and studied. The use of such special sequences has increased significantly in quantum mechanics, quantum physics, etc.
